
Fethaland Hat Kit  to knit — $40.50

This delightful, slouchy hat from designer Gudrun Johnston features a zig-zagging Fair Isle pattern. It’s 
worked from the bottom up, starting out with a twisted-rib brim followed by stockinette stitch and 
stranded colorwork. Suggested needle sizes: US 3 and 4 (16”) and US 4 DPNs (or use Magic Loop or 

two circular needles).
 
For this kit, Merchandising Manager Linda Schumacher has chosen two contrasting shades of Plymouth 
Select Merino Superwash DK, with Knitted Wit Gems adding a pop of color (you’ll see some of her 
suggested combos, below; the first is the one she used in her sample, above). The Plymouth Select yarn 
(you’ll need two hanks in one color, and one hank in the contrasting color) is a soft, boucy, machine-
washable yarn that’s 100% superwash wool (130yds/hank). The Gems are just that — mini-hanks of 75% 
wool/25% nylon in a multitude of gem-like colors (46yds/hank). You will need two.

Kit includes printed pattern, three hanks of Plymouth Superwash and two Knitted Wit Gem mini-hanks at 
a one-week only discounted price of 40.50, plus sales tax. Or—if you’d like to try this pattern with a different 
yarn—we can help you put together a custom kit (price will vary depending on yarn selected). To purchase 
your kit, call 530-642-2270 or stop by the shop.



Sweet Tweed Cowl Kit  to knit — $54.34

A handsome cowl in three sizes from designer Anne Hanson, Sweet Tweed features a simple stitch pattern 
and pops of color against a single-shade background, resulting in an accessory that’s both sophisticated 
and reversible. Suggested needle size: US 4.

Merchandising Manager Linda Schumacher has paired fingering-weight yarns from the folks at Knitted Wit 
(Fingering and/or Victory Fingering) in two contrasting colorways, solid and variegated. Both Fingering 
yarns are two-ply, superwash merino made in the U.S. (400yds/hank).

Kit includes printed pattern plus two hanks of Knitted Wit Fingering/Victory Fingering at a one-week dis-
counted price of just $54.34, plus sales tax. To purchase your kit, visit the shop or call 530-642-2270 today!


